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Welcome to Chemistry Honors!

Chemistry Honors is a challenging course that is designed for students with strong skills in both
math and science. Mastering chemistry requires a consistent, dedicated effort throughout the
course as the material is cumulative. Students will apply critical thinking skills and concepts
learned in class to real world problems. To get us started in September, I have created this
summer assignment that may appear to be more math than chemistry. The use of these and
additional math concepts will be strongly embedded in the chemistry honors curriculum.

Chemistry Honors Summer Assignment Expectations

The exercises in the chemistry honors summer assignment will be due for grading on the
second meeting of class. You MUST show your work! You will be able to ask questions
about the material during our first class and get clarification, if necessary. There will be a graded
quiz on Chapter 2.2 and 2.5 on the second day of class. A Chapter 2.2 and 2.5 study guide and
sample quiz are at the end of this packet.

Flipped Learning

Guiding Questions (you should be able to answer these after completing the unit):

1. What is flipped learning?
2. How can this benefit me in honors chemistry?
3. How do I access flipped lessons?

Flipped Learning

Flipped learning is an instructional approach in which direct teaching moves from the classroom
learning space to the individual learning space, and the resulting classroom space is
transformed into a dynamic, interactive learning environment where the educator guides
students as they apply concepts and engage in the subject matter.

Flipped learning can provide greater opportunity for in-class problem solving in chemistry
honors. Most students find that problem solving is the best way for learning the content in
chemistry honors.

Flipped and remote lessons, delivered as YouTube videos, can be accessed via a link included
in a Google Classroom homework assignment or as a QR code (sample shown below) that can
be read by any camera-equipped computer, tablet, or smartphone. These lessons, when
assigned as homework, will be graded as homework. You will be expected to view the videos
and answer questions, and may also have graded in-class quizzes. For example, scan the
enclosed QR code to access a sample video for Crash Course Chemistry with Hank Green.

Google Classroom code: q2enq5g



Crash Course Chemistry #1

QR code for Crash Course Chemistry #1

Chapter 2.2 – Scientific Notation

Guiding Questions:

1. What is scientific notation?
2. Why do we use scientific notation?
3. How do I convert a number from expanded notation to scientific notation?
4. How do I convert a number in scientific notation to expanded notation?
5. How do I go about using scientific notation with my calculator?

Scientific notation enables one to express very large or small numbers as a numerical
coefficient multiplied by a power of ten. The coefficient must be either a single digit or a single
digit followed by a decimal and additional numbers. The coefficient is multiplied by a power of
ten to reflect the correct magnitude of the original number. Scientific notation eliminates
placeholder zeros (Figure 2.2a)1

(Fig 2.2a)

Converting a Number in Expanded Notation to Scientific Notation:

● To convert a number from expanded notation to scientific notation, move the decimal
point to create a number with a single digit in the ones place followed by the remaining
digits. If the number did not have a decimal point, place a marker to the right of the ones
digit and move the decimal point to create a number as described in the previous
sentence.

1 Information on scientific notation was adapted from http://www.algebra-class.com/scientific-notation.html
and Tro, N. Introductory Chemistry, 5e. New York: Pearson. 2015, Print. pp. 13-15.

https://youtu.be/FSyAehMdpyI
http://www.algebra-class.com/scientific-notation.html


● If the decimal point was moved to the left, count the number of places moved and the
power of ten exponent is equal to this number. (Figure 2.2b)

(Fig. 2.2b)

● If the decimal point was moved to the right, count the number of places moved and the
power of ten exponent is equal to the negative value of this number. (Figure 2.2c)

(Fig. 2.2c)

Exercise 1: Re-write the expanded numbers in correct scientific notation.

1. 654.5             _________________

2. 0.0000554     _________________

3. 670,000,000  _________________

4. 0.0281           _________________

Exercise 2: Re-write the following numbers, if necessary, so they are expressed in correct
scientific notation.

1. 345.7 x 104 ___________________

2. 3.57 x 10-3 ___________________

3. 986 x 10-9 ___________________

4. 0.456 x 103 ___________________

Converting a Number in Scientific Notation to Expanded Notation:

● For numbers in scientific notation with a positive exponent, move the decimal to the right
the number of places equal to the value of the exponent.

● For numbers in scientific notation with a negative exponent, move the decimal to the left
the number of places equal to the value of the exponent.



Exercise 3: Re-write the following numbers in expanded notation.

1. 9.004 x 108 __________________

2. 1.34 x 10-5 __________________

3. 7.5 x 102 __________________

4. 6.30 x 10-7 __________________

Performing Calculations with Scientific Notation

When performing calculations with scientific notation, it is important that the number be input
into the calculator in the correct manner. The best way to do this is using the exponent or EE
key. This can be found as a second function on most calculators. If the 10x key is used, the
entire expression needs to be enclosed in parentheses. Watch the following tutorial (YouTube
screencast), “Input of Scientific Notation into a Calculator,” and complete exercise 4.

https://youtu.be/0xAqm-Wpi4M

Exercise 4:

1. (1.25 x 10-4) – (2.9 x 10-5) =   ___________________

2. (5.85 x 106) x (6.0 x 10-9) =    ___________________

3. (9.5 x 10-2) x (6.02 x 1023) =   ___________________

4. (9.2 x 1021) / (6.02 x 1023) =  ___________________

5. Why is the use of the “x” and the 10x key method of input not recommended for entering

scientific notation into a calculator? __________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Chapter 2.5 – Units of Measurement

Guiding Questions:

1. What units are used in scientific calculations and why are they important?
2. What are derived units and what are they based on?

https://youtu.be/0xAqm-Wpi4M


3. How can we change the magnitude of a scientific unit by using prefixes?
4. What is temperature and what temperature units are used in chemistry?
5. How do quantitative and qualitative data differ?

Two units of measurements are commonly used: English units and metric units. In science, we
use a set of units based on the metric system, which is called the International System of
Units or SI units. “The SI was established in 1960 by the 11th General Conference on Weights
and Measures (CGPM, Conférence Générale des Poids et Mesures). The CGPM is the
international authority that ensures wide dissemination of the SI and modifies the SI as
necessary to reflect the latest advances in science and technology.”2 It is imperative that all
numbers be associated with a unit to give the number meaning. For example, if you were asked
to add 3.0 sodium carbonate to a reaction, you are unsure of the amount needed. Is the amount
3.0 grams or 3.0 kg? These amounts differ by a factor of 103!

SI Base Units:

Reference the National Institute of Standards and Technology website link included below and
fill out the name and abbreviation for units #1-5 in Table 2.1 (below). You will need to memorize
the names and abbreviations of the starred units, for use throughout the year.

http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/units.html

Exercise 5: Complete the blank boxes (name of unit, abbreviation) in Table 2.1 below.

Table 2.1:

* must know Physical Quantity Name of Unit Abbreviation

1* Mass

2* Length

3* Time

4* Temperature

5* Amount of Substance

6 Electric Current ampere A

7 Luminous Intensity candela cd

2 http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/international.html

http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/units.html


Derived Units:

● Derived units have two or more SI base units combined
● Examples of derived units are:

o Area = m2

o Volume = m3

o Density = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠
𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =  𝑘𝑔

𝑚3

o Centigrade temperature (based on the Kelvin temperature scale)

Magnitude Prefixes:

Magnitude prefixes can be added before an SI base unit to create a unit larger or smaller than
the base unit. For example, a kilogram is one thousand times larger (103) than a gram.
Conversely, a milligram is one thousand times smaller (10-3) than a gram. You will need to
memorize all the SI prefix multipliers (name, abbreviation, and value) in Table 2.2. We will not be
using the two crossed out prefixes: hecto and deca. A mnemonic useful for remembering the
order of the magnitude prefixes is written below Table 2.2.

A mnemonic for remembering the order of the magnitude prefixes is:

The great many knights did cross moats, mainly near Paris, France.

Tera Giga mega kilo deci centi milli micro nano pico femto

Now study and test yourself! Study suggestions: write the prefixes on notecards, make a
Quizlet, record your voice saying the prefixes and their value. Note: The multipliers are not
conversion factors. They tell us the size of the multiplier relative to the base unit. You
need to determine a conversion factor by determining how many of the smaller units are
equal to the larger or base unit. For example, compare grams and micrograms. There are 106

micrograms in 1 gram, so a conversion factor for grams to micrograms would be 1 g = 106 μg.



Exercise 6: Complete the blank boxes in Table 2.3 below (prefix name, abbreviation, or value)

Table 2.3- Magnitude Prefix Practice

Prefix Symbol Meaning Multiplier

kilo- k thousand 103

m

giga-

10-15

Conversion of Magnitude Prefixes:

We can convert units with prefix multipliers using the relationships shown in Table 2.2.

Example 2.1: Convert 45 pm to m.

45 𝑝𝑚 × 1 𝑚

1012 𝑝𝑚
= 4. 5 × 10−11 𝑚

is a conversion factor. We can algebraically multiply our given unit (45 pm) by the1 𝑚

1012 𝑝𝑚

conversion factor and cancel out the units of picometer and convert them to meter. Essentially,
we are dividing 45 pm by 1012 (the number of picometers in a meter) to obtain our result.

Exercise 7: Convert the given unit to the desired unit. Express your answer in proper scientific
notation.

1. 100 Gs =   _______________ s

2. 50 μg =      ________________ kg

3. 15 mmol = ________________ pmol

Temperature:

● Two definitions of temperature:

o A measure of the average kinetic energy3 of particles in a sample

o A measure of how much heat is in an object

3 Kinetic energy is the energy of a substance that is due to motion.



● The Kelvin temperature scale is an absolute scale; there are no negative values. A

temperature change (ΔT) of 1 K equals a temperature change of 1 0C.

● Temperature Conversions:

o K = °C + 273 (Some books use 273.15, but we will round down)
o °C = K - 273
o We will not be converting temperature from 0C to 0F and 0F to 0C.

Exercise 8: Convert the Kelvin temperatures to degrees centigrade and the degrees centigrade
temperatures to Kelvin.

1. 310 K =      ________ 0C  (“normal” internal body temperature)

2. -78 0C =     ________ K    (sublimation point of carbon dioxide)

3. 801 0C =    ________ K    (melting point of sodium chloride)

4. 373 K =      ________ 0C   (boiling point of water)

Qualitative vs. Quantitative Data:

Quantitative data is numerical (quantity). This type of data results from measurements. Some
examples of quantitative data would be:

● The mass of the aluminum cylinder was 14.23 g.
● The length of the pencil was 9.18 cm.

Qualitative data is non-numerical (qualities). Some examples of qualitative data would be:
● The sulfur sample was yellow in color.
● The reaction produced a large amount of crystals.

Exercise 9: Determine if the following statements are qualitative or quantitative.

1. ________________ The cup had a mass of 454 grams.

2. ________________ Copper (II) sulfate pentahydrate is a granular blue solid.

3. ________________ The graduated cylinder contained 55 mL of water.

4. ________________ The beaker is larger than the vial.

Chapter 2.3 – Significant Figures and Precision

Guiding Questions:

1. How do accuracy and precision differ?
2. How do we report measurements so that the number of digits reflects the degree of

precision of our instrument?
3. How do we determine the significant digits in a measured number?



Accuracy and Precision:

Accuracy describes how close a
measurement is to the actual value for that
measurement. Precision tells us how closely
our measurements are grouped to one
another. There are no absolute value limits for
precision and accuracy, but values within
about 0.5% of one another are usually
considered precise. Accuracy would include
values within about 1-2% of the target value.
A good visual representation of accuracy and
precision are the results of shooting at a
target. (Figure 2.1) The goal of shooting at a
target is to get all of your shots in the absolute
center. Panel A shows that the shots were not

grouped together (not precise) and not near the center (not accurate). Panel B shows that the
shots were not grouped together (not precise) but they average out to the desired result
(accurate). In panel C, the shots are grouped together (precise) but are not located at the center
(not accurate). Finally, in panel D we see that the shots are grouped together (precise) and at
the center of the target (accurate).

Exercise 10: Analyze the data in Table 2.4 to determine if the data in trials 1-3 are precise
and/or accurate. Write your conclusions on the lines below

Table 2.4: Measurement Trials for the Density of an Aluminum Rod

Literature Value for the density of Aluminum = 2.712 g/mL4

Trial #

Density
Measurement 1

(g/mL)

Density
Measurement 2

(g/mL)

Density
Measurement 3

(g/mL)

Density
Measurement 4

(g/mL)

1 1.511 1.499 1.505 1.501

2 3.002 2.415 2.600 2.820

3 2.709 2.719 2.720 2.708

Conclusion Trial 1: _________________________________________________

Conclusion Trial 2: _________________________________________________

Conclusion Trial 3: _________________________________________________

4 http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/metal-alloys-densities-d_50.html



Measuring Significant Figures:

When we report a scientific measurement, we report all of the known digits plus a guess for the
last digit’s value. This is termed significant figures, or sig figs. This allows us to obtain a value
that reflects the full precision of our measuring device. On the thermometer below (Figure 2.2)
we would read the value to the nearest tenth of a degree (0.1 0C). The thermometer in Figure

2.2 would be read as 87.5 0C. This number has three
significant figures. The first two numbers, 87, are known.
The last number, 0.5, is our estimate of the final
measurement value.

Figure 2.2

Counting Significant Figures:

All digits in a number that have a value of 1-9 are significant. Zeros in a number can have
significance or be merely placeholders so the digits have the correct value. To determine the
number of significant figures in a number, we use the following rules:

1. All non-zero digits are significant.
2.45 g (3 sig. figs.)
1,518 m (4 sig. figs.)

2. Interior or “sandwich zeros are significant.
1.0008 g (5 sig. figs.)
202 kg (3 sig. figs.)

3. Trailing zeros to the right of a non-zero number that falls after a decimal point are
significant.
19.00 s (4 sig. figs.)
125.0007 g (7 sig. figs.)

4. Trailing zeros that fall before a decimal point are significant, provided there is a non-zero
number to the left of the zeros.
50.00 mm (4 sig. figs.)
1700.24 g (6 sig. figs.)

5. Leading zeros (zeros to the left of a decimal point before a non-zero number) are not
significant and are merely placeholders.
0.0005 m (1 sig. fig.)

6. Note: All of the digits in the coefficient of a number written in scientific notation are
significant. The exponent is not counted as significant.
5.002 x 10-4 kg (4 sig. figs.)
9 x 106 atoms (1 sig. fig.)



7. Exact numbers (12 apples) and defined quantities (conversion factors) are considered to
have “infinite sig. figs.” and do not limit the resulting sig. figs. in a calculation.

A Second Way to Determine Significance:

The “Atlantic-Pacific Rule for Significance” (Figure 2.3) can also be used to determine the
number of significant figures in a number. Once you find a non-zero digit all the remaining digits
in the indicated direction are significant, including zeros.

Figure 2.3

Screencast “Atlantic-Pacific Rule of Significance” https://youtu.be/RnDj7ohzcss

Exercise 11: Determine the number of significant figures for each of the following numbers.

1. 3.405 _____ significant figures

2. 8.1 x 10-3 _____ significant figures

3. 0.0004588 _____ significant figures

4. 900,000 _____ significant figures

5. 80,001 _____ significant figures

6. 6.02 x 1023 _____ significant figures

7. 6 dozen _____ significant figures

https://youtu.be/RnDj7ohzcss


Rules for Using Sig Figs Correctly with Mathematical Operations:

Addition/Subtraction
In addition or subtraction, the result has the same number of decimal places as the quantity with
the fewest decimal places.

Example:
5.74 cm
0.823 cm

+ 2.651 cm
9.214 = 9.21 cm (we must round to the hundredths place)

Multiplication/Division
In multiplication and division, the result carries the same number of significant figures as the
factor with the fewest significant figures.

Example:

5.02 in x 89.665 in x 0.100 in = 45.01183 = 45.0 in3 (3 sig figs)

5.892 g / 6.1 mL = 0.9659016393 = 0.97 g/mL (2 sig figs)

Exercise 12: Perform each calculation and report the result with correct units and sig. figs.

1. 87.6 s + 9.888 s + 2.3 s + 10.77 s =

2. 43.7 mm – 2.341 mm =

3. 6.99 kg – 5.772 kg =

Exercise 13: Perform each calculation and report the result with correct units and sig. figs.

1. 4.5 cm x 0.03060 cm x 0.391 cm =

2. 5.55 m / 8.97 s =

3. (7.890 x 107) km / (6.7 x 104) hr =

Additional resources for help with significant figures:

1. Highly recommended: Tyler Dewitt’s chemistry videos

a. “Why Are Significant Figures Important?” (This is one of 10 videos in the playlist.)

https://youtu.be/VAuslY-Uuf4



Chapter 2.6 – Problem Solving and Unit Conversion
Chapter 2.7 –Solving Multistep Unit Conversion

Guiding Questions:

1. Why do we need to make sure that our units are consistent, before comparing numbers?
2. How do we use conversion factors to change one unit to another?
3. How do we develop a general problem solving strategy so we can complete multi-step

conversions?

Problem solving skills are some of the most important things that you will learn in honors
chemistry. You will reinforce knowledge that you already possess and expand your abilities.
A common calculation that is performed in chemistry is the conversion of one unit to another
unit. We need to make sure that our units are the same, before we can compare them or
use our numbers in calculations. In chemistry you will use SI or metric units for nearly all of
your calculations.

Activity 2.1:
Open the link and read the article about the Mars orbiter and answer the following questions.

https://www.wired.com/2010/11/1110mars-climate-observer-report/

Exercise 14: Answer the following questions

1. What happened to the Mars orbiter?

2. What errors did scientists make that jeopardized the mission?

https://www.wired.com/2010/11/1110mars-climate-observer-report/


3. Were there signs that problems existed with the Mars orbiter before it reached its
destination? Describe the problems that were encountered. Did the scientists
investigate the cause of these anomalies during the mission?

As we saw in the history of the Mars orbiter, units are critical in calculations. All numbers must
be associated with units and in order to use numbers in calculations they must have the same
units. In chemistry, we may find that the units that we are given are not the required units for a
given problem or experiment. Therefore, to ensure that we obtain the desired and correct results
we may need to convert units from a given unit to a desired unit.

Activity 2.2:

Follow the enclosed link or QR code and read the .pdf copy of Chapter 2.6-2.8. This is from the
5th edition of your textbook5. I have also provided you a .pdf of the current edition via email.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BznNwVBDhieBTk1ZYllCQ0NnV28

Converting Between Units:

As we have learned, units are critical in calculations. If we are required to convert one unit to
another unit we need to have a conversion factor that relates the units to one another. A
conversion factor can be expressed as an equality statement or a fraction. (Figure 2.4)

Equality statement 1 𝑖𝑛 = 2. 54 𝑐𝑚   

Conversion factor fraction    1 𝑖𝑛
2.54 𝑐𝑚    𝑜𝑟    2.54 𝑐𝑚

1 𝑖𝑛     𝐹𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑟𝑒 2. 4

We use a process called dimensional analysis to change a given unit to a desired unit. This
process is simply algebra where our variables are units instead of x’s or y’s. This was discussed
briefly in Section 2.5, page 8.

5 Nivaldo Tro. Introductory Chemistry. 5th Edition, Pearson, New York, 2015.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BznNwVBDhieBTk1ZYllCQ0NnV28


Refer to pages 27-33 of the Tro textbook (link on page 14) for a full discussion on dimensional
analysis; the basic process will be summarized here:

1. Write the given number with its associated unit; all numbers must have units!

2. Determine the conversion factor(s) needed to change the given unit to the desired unit.
You may need to perform several steps to get to the desired unit. Determining the
conversion factors needed to obtain the desired unit is the most challenging part of the
problem. You should develop a strategy to go from one unit to another.

3. Conversion factors may be inverted to cancel out the given unit and change it to a
desired (or intermediate) unit.

Example 2.2:

Convert 27.2 inches to centimeters

List your known information:
1. Given unit: inches
2. Desired unit: centimeters
3. Conversion factor: 1 in = 2.54 cm
4. Starting quantity: 27.2 in

27. 2 𝑖𝑛 × 2.54 𝑐𝑚
1 𝑖𝑛 = 69. 088 𝑐𝑚 = 69. 1 𝑐𝑚 (3 𝑠𝑖𝑔 𝑓𝑖𝑔𝑠)

Exercise 15: Perform each conversion. Refer to the listed conversion factors for assistance.

1. Convert 25.0 miles to kilometers. (1 km = 0.6214 mi)

2. Convert 8.7 m to nanometers. (See p. 7, Table 2.2 for the required conversion factors)

3. Tina is knitting a scarf and the directions call for 200 yards of yarn. Each ball of yarn
contains 40 meters, how many balls of yarn does Tina need? (1 in = 2.54 cm; 1 yd = 36
in)



Additional resources for help with dimensional analysis:
1. Highly recommended: Tyler Dewitt’s Chemistry Videos

a. “Converting Units With Conversion Factors”

i. https://youtu.be/7N0lRJLwpPI

b. “Converting Units Using Multiple Conversion Factors”

i. https://youtu.be/LdZ00OFAfaQ

c. “Converting Units Using Multiple Conversion Factors, Part 2”

i. https://youtu.be/BKsPi-VXp5U

2. Recommended: “Crash Course Chemistry” with Hank Green

a. “Unit Conversion and Significant Figures”

i. https://youtu.be/hQpQ0hxVNTg

https://youtu.be/7N0lRJLwpPI
https://youtu.be/LdZ00OFAfaQ
https://youtu.be/BKsPi-VXp5U
https://youtu.be/hQpQ0hxVNTg


Chapter 2.8 –Units raised to a power

Guiding Question:

1. How can we convert units that are raised to a power?

When we a converting units that are raised to a power, we only have a conversion factor that
relates the singular unit. We need to take this conversion factor and raise the numerical portion
of the factor by the power we are multiplying the units by.

Example 2.3: Convert 225 in2 to cm2.

List your known information:

1. Given unit = in2

2. Desired unit = cm2

3. Conversion factor: 1 in = 2.54 cm

Needed conversion factor: ? in2 = ?? cm2

1 𝑖𝑛
2.54 𝑐𝑚 =  (1)2 𝑖𝑛2

(2.54)2 𝑐𝑚2 =  1 𝑖𝑛2

6.45 𝑐𝑚2

225 𝑖𝑛2 × 6.45 𝑐𝑚2

1 𝑖𝑛2 = 1450 𝑐𝑚2

Exercise 16: An automobile engine has a displacement of 290 in3, what is the displacement in
cm3? (Hint: You will need to determine the conversion factor for in3 to cm3).

Study Guide Chapter 2.2 and 2.5:

1. You should know/ be able to do the following:

a. Know how to properly write a number in scientific notation
b. Convert a number from expanded notation to scientific notation
c. Convert a number from scientific notation to expanded notation
d. Correct the scientific notation for a given number
e. Know how to add/subtract numbers written in scientific notation
f. Know how to multiply/divide numbers written in scientific notation
g. Explain why scientists use numbers written in scientific notation
h. Explain why units are needed on all numbers in science
i. What are SI units?



j. What are the names and abbreviations of the SI units for mass, length,
temperature, time an amount of substance?

k. What are derived units?
l. Give examples of derived units
m. What are magnitude prefixes?
n. Know the name, abbreviation, and value of the magnitude prefixes from tera-

down to femto- (see Table 2.2, p. 7 of this packet)
o. Be able to convert from one magnitude prefix to another.
p. How are temperature in Kelvin and degrees centigrade related?
q. Why is Kelvin called an absolute temperature scale?
r. Be able to convert from Kelvin to degrees centigrade
s. Be able to convert from degrees centigrade to Kelvin
t. What is qualitative and quantitative data? Give examples or recognize examples

of each.



Practice Quiz Chapter 2.2 and 2.5 (This practice quiz is slightly longer than the graded quiz)

Show your work, where applicable.

1) Which number is correctly expressed in scientific notation?

a) 87,005 miles

b) 456 x 102 miles

c) 90.0 x 103 miles

d) 6.7 x 104 miles

2) Write the number 986,500,000 s, in scientific notation: ___________________________

3) Write the number 6.70 x 10-5 s, in expanded notation: ___________________________

4) Write the number 0.0000000546 s, in scientific notation: ___________________________

5) Write the number 1.5 x 106 s, in expanded notation: ___________________________

6) Complete the following problems and express the results in scientific notation. All numbers
must have the correct units!

a) (9.5 x 105 m) + (6.7 x 104 m) = _______________________________

b) (9.5 x 105 m) - (6.7 x 104 m) = _______________________________

c) (9.5 x 105 m) x (6.7 x 104 m) = _______________________________

d) (9.5 x 105 m) / (6.7 x 104 s)  = _______________________________

7) What is the SI unit of mass?

a) pound

b) gram

c) kilogram

d) ton

8) What is the abbreviation for the SI unit of length?

a) mm

b) m

c) km

d) ft



9) Which of the following abbreviated units is not an SI unit?

a) mol

b) K

c) L

d) m

10) Numerically define the following unit prefixes/prefix symbols:

a) pico = _____________

b) tera = _____________

c) μ = _____________

11) Assign a magnitude prefix name to the following values:

a) 106 = _____________

b) 10-9 = _____________

c) = _____________1
1000

d) 1000 = _____________

12) 500 kilometers is equal to _______ meters.

a) 5 m

b) 50,000 m

c) 500,000 m

d) 5,000 m

13) Convert 450 K to 0C.  450 K = ___________ 0C

14) Convert 25 0C to K.     25 0C = ___________ K

15) The statement “The student isolated many crystals.” is an example of ________ data.

a) qualitative

b) quantitative

__________________________
Ch 2.2 and 2.5 Practice Quiz Key: 1) answer (d); 2) 9.865 x 107 s; 3) 0.0000670 s; 4) 5.46 x 10-8 s; 5) 1,500,000 s;
6a) 1.0 x 106 m; 6b) 8.8 x 105 m; 6c) 6.4 x 1010 m2; 6d) 14 m/s; 7) answer (c); 8) answer (b); 9) answer (c); 10a) 10-12;
10b) 1012; 10c) 10-6; 11a) mega; 11b) nano; 11c) milli; 11d) kilo; 12) answer (c); 13) 177 0C; 14) 298 K; 15) qualitative.




